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Foreword
This Special Issue of Theoretical Computer Science is devoted to full versions of selected papers from the 10th
Advances in Computer Games conference held from November 24 to 27, 2003 in Graz, Austria. Previous conferences
in the series were held in Edinburgh (1975), Edinburgh (1978), London (1981), London (1984), Noordwijkerhout
(1987), Maastricht (1990), Maastricht (1993), London (1996), and Paderborn (1999). The aim of the ﬁrst conference
was to provide a forum for computer-chess researchers. In that time chess was at the forefront of AI research. Later a
shift towards other games took place and from 1999 onwards the conference was held in the framework of computer
games instead of computer chess. The Graz (2003) conference was a successful continuation of this new trend.
In the conference 24 contributions were presented by a variety of authors from all over the world. The authors of
the papers provisionally selected for inclusion in this issue were requested to revise their conference contributions so
as to make them suitable for publication in the Section Mathematical Games of TCS. The newly submitted versions
have been subjected to the usual refereeing procedure. The ﬁnal result is a collection of nine papers providing excellent
insight into the current state of the relation between computers and games. The papers deal with the games Amazons,
Bao, Chess, Go, and Hex.
Although the contributions are easy to identify by game, we have sequenced them according to their results, i.e., from
proven results via proven techniques to approved methods. The latter methods are in the framework of meticulously
tested methods of which the results are so trustworthy that they open new grounds for further fruitful research. Some
of these methods may even be a new basis leading to a full solution of the problem under investigation. Below we give
a brief account of all nine contributions.
1. Proven results
Solving 7 × 7 Hex with domination, ﬁll-in, and virtual connections by Ryan Hayward, Yngvi Björnsson, Michael
Johanson, Morgan Kan, Nathan Po, and Jack van Rijswijck. The authors describe an algorithm that determines the
outcome of an arbitrary 7× 7 Hex game state. The algorithm is based on the concept of a proof tree.
Chess endgames: 6-man data and strategy by M.S. Bourzutschky, John Tamplin, and Guy Haworth. The authors
compare Nalimov’s endgame tablebases with newly created tables in which alternative metrics have been applied. The
research is on measuring the differences in strategy.
2. Proven techniques
Deeper model endgame analysis by Rafael Andrist and Guy Haworth. The authors introduce a reference model of
fallible endgame play. The results are compared with a Markov model of the endgame in question and are found to be
in close agreement with those of the Markov model.
Learning to score ﬁnal positions in the game of Go by Erik van der Werf, Jaap van den Herik, and Jos Uiterwijk.
The authors present a learning system that scores 98.9 per cent of the submitted positions correctly. Such a reliable
scoring method opens the large source of Go knowledge and thus paves the way for a successful application in machine
learning in Go.
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Static analysis based on formal models and incremental computation in Go programming by Katsuhiko Nakamura.
The author describes formal models for static analysis and explores how incremental computation is applied. The
emphasis is on (1) recognizing blocks and groups, (2) determining life and death, (3) ﬁnding the numbers of regions
enclosed by the groups, and (4) analyzing capturing races and sekis.
3. Approved methods
Tuning evaluation functions by maximizing concordance by Dave Gomboc, Michael Buro, and Tony Marsland.
The authors discuss the heart of any chess program: the evaluation function. They arrive at a metric for assessing the
quality of a static evaluation function. Their application of ordinal correlation is fundamentally different from prior
evaluation-function tuning techniques.
An evaluation function for the game of Amazons by Jens Lieberum. The author reveals the secrets of his program
that won the Computer Olympiad in Maastricht 2002. The secret is the evaluation function. Explicit formulas are given
and ideas behind these formulas are described.
Selecting evaluation functions in opponent-model search by Jeroen Donkers, Jaap van den Herik, and Jos Uiterwijk.
The authors investigate the role of prediction, probability, and proﬁtability.A thorough analysis of many characteristics
leads to eight possible orderings. The rules of Bao are described and ﬁve evaluation functions are tested in tournaments.
The domain of research is variable with respect to all kinds of versions of opponent modelling. The ﬁnal result is
that opponent-model search can be applied successfully, provided that two conditions, viz. on the prediction of the
opponent’s moves and the judgement of future positions, are met.
Bias and pathology in minimax search byAleksander Sadikov, Ivan Bratko, and Igor Kononenko. The authors return
to the old research topic of the KRK endgame. They investigate the intricacies of the precise working of the minimax
algorithm. Their empirical experiment throws a new light on previous studies of pathology in minimax.
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